100	GREAT    TRADE    ROUTE
francs—say a dollar twenty—a head, and a nice, new,
chilled Beaujolais at two francs, say twelve cents, the quart.
. And at that the patient and for once completely
rewarded New Yorker sighed—and has continued to sigh
ever since—because it was beyond human powers to consume
afterwards the eleven-franc lunch, which included hot game-
pie with cray-fish tail sauce and the famous grating that is
the glory of that green-grey landscape, . . .
Civilization has penetrated that far to the North. .  .  ,
But from that bench on the side of Lac Leman my view
opened out—in spite of the fact that high in a cloud-rift
Mont Blanc made one of those shining two-second appear-
ances that that New Yorker never managed to catch—my
view opened out down the Rhone valley, past Lyons, past
Valence, past Orange, Avignon, Tarascon, Aries, broadening
out and broadening out to take in the Crau and the Ca~
margue and all the Narbonnais to the Pyrenees and all
Provence to Italy, And then extending like an immense
sickle blade, eastward to Cathay and, to the West, to the
metropolis of cotton whose zoological gardens are, as we
have seen, supported by the hippoipotamon from the
Nile banks	
Let, then, that be our symbol: culture and red sandstone
fragments of antiquity being supplied to the West by the
Nile. For after all, a Zoological Garden is as good a thing
as another to remind you that there is a world outside your
backyard and the next-door movies. That realization is the
beginning of a State of Grace- . . . And then Memphis
returns to Mit Ramineh on the Nile the material blessings
of the cotton under-pants worn by the ingenuous felaheen
who, in bamboo traps, caught the first two hippoipotamon
—the "o" being pronounced long as in the Greek omega
—to come to the Father of the Waters.
The divergence of human life and effort from the Great
Route and the question of climate as an influence on
character and culture are topics that we must leave until
I come to consider the green cure for the ills from which we
suffer. It is sufficient for the moment to have at the back of
the mind, in an image, the thought of regions choked for

